
“IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO BE
WHAT YOU MIGHT HAVE

BEEN.”
- GEORGE ELIOT
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FEATURES OF THE MONTH

NEW BOOKS
DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW AT THE LIBRARY 

ONE EREAD CANADA

From his early years growing up as a queer Black kid in

San Diego to forging an identity in the punk and drag

scenes of Atlanta and New York, to finding enduring

love with his husband Georges LeBar and self-

acceptance in sobriety, RuPaul excavates his own life-

story, uncovering new truths and insights in his

personal biography.

‘Over the Influence’ (2024) is a book about what it

means to live in the world social media has wrought -

whether you're constantly connected or have deleted

your accounts forever. Alaimo offers up brilliant advice

for how to get over the influence - how to handle our

daughters' use of social media, use dating apps to find

the partners we're looking for, use social networks to

bolster our careers, and protect ourselves from

sextortionists, catfishers, and trolls.

Join the digital book club that connects readers

and libraries across Canada!

This year’s One eRead Canada pick is Hotline

by Dimitri Nasrallah, with the French version

translated by Daniel Grenier. The eBook will be

available in French and English and the

audiobook in English from April 1st – 30th, with

no waitlists for holds. Download cloudLibrary or

Libby to read with Canada!
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“THERE IS NO GREATER
AGONY THAN BEARING AN

UNTOLD STORY INSIDE YOU.”
- MAYA ANGELOU

ADULT

Romance Fiction

Thriller (book 11 in

the Will Trent

series!)

Paranormal Fiction

Historical Fiction

NEW SCI-FI / FANTASY READS

One bookshop. Fifty-one rules.

Three women who break them all.

The internationally bestselling author of The Jane

Austen Society returns with a compelling and

heartwarming story of post-war London, a

century-old bookstore, and three women

determined to find their way in a fast-changing

world.
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“IT'S THE POSSIBILITY OF
HAVING A DREAM COME TRUE

THAT MAKES LIFE
INTERESTING.”

- PAULO COELHO, THE
ALCHEMIST

Miscarriage and

Pregnancy Loss

Disabilities -

Religious Aspects

Child Rearing

Travel Writing

ADULT NON-FICTION

TRY A NEW COOKBOOK

History never ended - it barely paused - and the

global order as we have known it is now gone. The

world order that marked the last thirty years is

shifting, and Jim Sciutto details the realities of this

new post-post-Cold War era, the increasingly aligned

Russian and Chinese governments, and the

flashpoint of a new, global nuclear arms race. The

Return of Great Powers is an analysis of a historic

and visible shift in real time. And it poses a

question: that as we consider uncertain outcomes,

we ask whether the West and Russia and China can

prevent a new World War.
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The elevator pitch for DCeased is simple. What if DC

Comics’ heroes and villains were turned into zombies?

The results spoke for themselves, with it being a

surprise hit for the publisher that was not only a critical

and fan-favourite but also sold exceptionally well. Well

enough that it has spawned sequels and plenty of

supplemental material.

GRAPHIC NOVELS
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Suchan's determined

to become the top

student at NEST and

get his normal life

back--which means he

needs to ace his first

group assignment:

Return to human

society and track down

a single can of Jungle

Juice.

Sometimes our lives

are boiled down to

one moment, one

choice. This is that

moment for Grant

McKay. The Anarchist

League of Scientists

charges forward for

one final adventure.

https://www.howtolovecomics.com/tag/zombies/


“EVEN MOST OF THOSE WHO
REALLY NEVER HAVE TIME TO
READ A BOOK USUALLY HAVE
MORE THAN ENOUGH TIME TO

LISTEN TO ONE.”
- MOKOKOMA MOKHONOANA

Parapsychological

Fiction

Historical Fiction

Fantasy Fiction

Historical Fiction

AUDIOBOOKS

There's a cottage on a cliff. Gabe and Pippa's dream

home in a sleepy coastal town. But their perfect

house hides something sinister. The tall cliffs have

become a popular spot for people to end their lives.

Night after night Gabe comes to their rescue,

literally talking them off the ledge. Until he doesn't.

When Pippa discovers Gabe knew the victim, the

questions spiral ... Did the victim jump? Was she

pushed? And would Gabe, the love of Pippa's life,

her soulmate ... lie? As the perfect facade of their

marriage begins to crack, the deepest and darkest

secrets begin to unravel.
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FAIRY TALES ARE MORE THAN
TRUE: NOT BECAUSE THEY TELL
US THAT DRAGONS EXIST, BUT
BECAUSE THEY TELL US THAT
DRAGONS CAN BE BEATEN.

- NEIL GAIMAN MANGA READS

YOUNG ADULT

The Companions are torn apart and the realm hangs in

the balance, at the edge of ruin. Taristan and Queen

Erida rise triumphant from the battlefield, while

Corayne barely escapes with her life; her Companions

left behind to uncertain fates.

But not all hope was lost: Corayne managed to steal

Taristan's Spindleblade. Without it, Taristan can’t rip

open any more Spindles. Without it, he can’t end the

world.
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The highly anticipated

third novel in the This

Woven Kingdom series,

full of explosive magic,

searing romance, and

heartbreaking betrayal,

from the award-winning

and bestselling author of

the Shatter Me series



“NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE, THE
WORD ITSELF SAYS 'I'M POSSIBLE'!”

- AUDREY HEPBURN

JUNIOR NONFICTION

JUNIOR
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After her confrontation with Ikol, Emily finally

understands the stone's power and what she must do to

defend Alledia from the shadows. As she travels to

Typhon to help her mom and Navin, Prince Trellis returns

to the Kingdom of the Elves to save his countrymen - and

confront the fraud who has seized power in the absence

of a king. The threat of darkness follows all Stonekeepers

closely, and it will take the strength of both new friends

and old foes to conquer it ... and survive.

JUNIOR GRAPHIC NOVELS
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Nat's class trip is a

bigger adventure

than she imagined!

Nat is on an

overnight class trip

to Philadelphia,

which is her first

time in a big city

without her parents.

Sunny joins the

debate club, but

quickly discovers

there’s more to

debate than just

arguing. 

“GRAPHIC NOVELS LET
YOU TAKE RISKS THAT
JUST WOULDN’T FLY IN

THE CONVENTIONAL BOOK
FORM.”

- KARIN SLAUGHTER



“DON’T BE PUSHED AROUND BY
THE FEARS IN YOUR MIND. BE LED
BY THE DREAMS IN YOUR HEART.”
- ROY T. BENNETT, THE LIGHT IN

THE HEART

PICTURE BOOKS

An astronaut is getting ready to explore a new

world. Boots? Check. Gloves? Check. And a

helmet, of course. They take their first step

outside ... and discover a strange new world

with towering hills to climb, fantastical beasts

to meet, and a raging storm to overcome. Will

they make it back to their ship safely? A child's

excitement for a snowy day transforms a walk

to school into a wonder-filled trek through an

imaginary world.
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EARLY CHAPTER BOOKS



COMMUNITY RECOMMENDATIONS
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Any human whose name is

written in the notebook dies,

and now Light has vowed to

use the power of the Death

Note to rid the world of evil.

Will Light's noble goal succeed,

or will the Death Note turn him

into the very thing he fights

against?

Five years after his death, Denis

can't rest in peace. He teams up

with his twin brother, Matt, to

uncover the truth about what

happened to him.

In this groundbreaking new

book, David Wood examines

the pervasive experience of

those we send to war: moral

injury, the violation of our

fundamental values of right

and wrong that so often

occurs in the impossible moral

dilemmas of modern conflict.


